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QShield: Protecting Outsourced Cloud Data Queries
with Multi-user Access Control Based on SGX
Yaxing Chen, Qinghua Zheng, Member, IEEE, Zheng Yan, Senior Member, IEEE, Dan Liu

Abstract—Due to the concern on cloud security, digital encryption is applied before outsourcing data to the cloud for utilization.
This introduces a challenge about how to efficiently perform
queries over ciphertexts. Crypto-based solutions currently suffer
from limited operation support, high computational complexity,
weak generality, and poor verifiability. An alternative method
that utilizes hardware-assisted Trusted Execution Environment
(TEE), i.e., Intel SGX, has emerged to offer high computational
efficiency, generality and flexibility. However, SGX based solutions lack support on multi-user query control and suffer from
security compromises caused by untrustworthy TEE function
invocation, e.g., key revocation failure, incorrect query results,
and sensitive information leakage. In this paper, we leverage SGX
and propose a secure and efficient SQL-style query framework
named QShield. Notably, we propose a novel lightweight secret
sharing scheme in QShield to enable multi-user query control;
it effectively circumvents key revocation and avoids cumbersome
remote attestation for authentication. We further embed a trustproof mechanism into QShield to guarantee the trustworthiness of TEE function invocation; it ensures the correctness
of query results and alleviates side-channel attacks. Through
formal security analysis, proof-of-concept implementation and
performance evaluation, we show that QShield can securely query
over outsourced data with high efficiency and scalable multi-user
support.
Index Terms—Secure query, Outsourced data, Secure hardware, Intel SGX, Cloud computing, Multi-user query control

I. I NTRODUCTION
The cloud computing paradigm, characterized by convenience, elasticity and low-cost, demonstrates a great success
in the past decade [1]. Organizations typically need to deploy
their application services to remote servers that are not in
charge by themselves, which leaves these organizations no
choice but to trust the cloud in managing their data for
utilization. This security assumption that the cloud is fully
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trusted, however, is not always valid since the cloud may
suffer from malfunctions, compromises, intrusions or attacks.
Hence, many cloud-based systems employ cryptography to
encrypt confidential data when being transmitted, processed
and/or stored. However, one of the biggest challenges caused
by cloud data encryption is how to efficiently utilize encrypted
data while not being bothered by encryption, e.g., queries
that are frequently performed in many cloud systems [2]–[4].
Typically, a data query can be represented by a SQL-style
expression and interpreted as a query plan, i.e., a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) of computational operators for execution,
such as projection, selection, aggregation, union and join.
Partially/Fully homomorphic encryption (PHE/FHE) is a
fundamental technology to solve cloud data security and
privacy problems in the literature. However, such pure cryptobased solutions at present suffer from severe operation flexibility with limited operation support and performance issues
due to high computational complexity [5]–[7]. Searchable
Encryption (SE) enables search over encrypted data. Albeit
there exist extensive investigations along this research line,
current SE implementation is still not satisfactory [8]. Notably,
building upon various crypto primitives, different SE schemes
support different search types, e.g., single keyword, multikeywords and range, with different index structures, and are
not compatible with each other. Besides, SE focuses on conditional information retrieval, which can only be viewed as a
selection operator. As such, existing schemes inherently cannot
directly apply to (or be extended to) support generic queries.
In addition, cryptographically verifying the correctness and
integrity of cloud operations is inefficient and remains an open
problem [9].
In recent years, a hardware-assisted Trusted Execution
Environment (TEE, also called enclave), i.e., Intel Software
Guard Extensions (SGX), has been applied [8], [10]–[12] as
an alternative promising countermeasure, but presents several
limitations.
Issue I (No Effective Support on Multi-user Query Control). Multi-user query control is a fundamental function for
cloud data utilization. Using SGX to realize multi-user query
control is still an open issue. Consider the following strawman
protocol for an enclave to support query control over multiple
data users.
Strawman Protocol: Let the data owner securely provision
its data encryption key and his/her access policy to an enclave
through remote attestation (authorization). Then, a data user
remotely attests to the genuineness of the enclave; During the
process, the data user and the enclave (on behalf of the data
owner) provide each other with their own digital credentials
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for mutual authentication; A successful mutual authentication
results in a private communication channel for later query
requests and responses. At query time, the enclave loads
encrypted data and only recovers the data for the specifically
authorized user according to an access policy (enforcement).
Such a method, however, exposes some fatal flaws: 1) Remote attestation between the data user and the enclave is
a cumbersome process; the involved mutual authentication
typically needs the help of burdensome Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). This is time-costly. 2) The enclave needs
to maintain a crypto session key for the established private
communication channel for each data user, which incurs a
non-trivial key management overhead, especially for storage.
The above two flaws together cause poor scalability in multiuser query control. 3) It is risky to hand out the crypto key
to the enclave to handle multi-user query control. On one
hand, a compromised TEE host can make use of the enclave
to perform unauthorized computation. A concrete example is
the recent identified key revocation problem [13], [14]. On the
other hand, the long-term crypto key within an enclave can be
extracted due to various known attacks.
Issue II (No Proper Guarantee on Trustworthy TEE Function Invocation). On the other hand, we notice that a practical
design of an SGX-based query system is to implement each
computational operator as a unique TEE interface function
so as to ensure high flexibility and generality [11], [15]. In
other words, one query often involves multiple TEE function
calls. At present, SGX remote attestation only ensures the
integrity of one TEE function at run-time, but the correctness
of query execution, more generically, the correctness of TEE
function invocation, is not guaranteed, caused by the distrust
of TEE host. The untrustworthy TEE function invocation
will inevitably introduce some non-trivial security and privacy
issues, especially after the crypto key has been delivered to an
enclave. Intuitively, malicious TEE function invocation could
incur incorrect query results. Besides, it makes an untrusted
TEE host capable of ruining access control over multiple data
users, i.e., the recovered data within an enclave for a data
user can be utilized to serve queries issued by other data
users. Further, it may open a back door for exposing sensitive
information by launching side-channel attacks [16], [17]. At
present, efficiently guaranteeing the execution (invocation)
integrity of a TEE host atop the TEE stack remains an open
problem [18].
However, it is challenging to solve the above two issues
simultaneously. First, it is not an easy task to design a key
management scheme that can control multi-user query and
at the same time avoid disclosing the full crypto key to the
enclave. Obviously, an enclave may be maliciously used by
its host. The enclave may not be as impregnable as a wall of
iron in a long run; the crypto key could be exposed if staying
in the enclave for a long term. This seems a dilemma for the
data owner, since it needs to entrust the crypto key to the
enclave for data utilization. Second, it is tough to achieve
scalable multi-user query control and efficient enforcement
on trustworthy invocation of TEE functions in the context of
fulfilling data queries by executing multiple TEE functions
since tradeoff between performance and security is a persistent

topic in system design.
Our Approach. In this paper, we propose a secure and
efficient query framework called QShield to enable scalable
multi-user utilization of outsourced data. It adopts Intel SGX
to establish hardware-assisted enclaves in the untrusted cloud
so as to protect the confidentiality and integrity of sensitive
data run inside. Besides, QShield incorporates a generic SQLstyle query model such that it is capable of handling majority of common data query tasks. Furthermore, since cloud
applications in web, mobile, social or IoT scenarios often
use different data models, such as relational tables, key-value
items and data streams, QShield exploits a widely-adopted and
flexible document-oriented data model to enable compatibility
and support high generality.
In order to tackle the multi-user query control issue, we
present a novel and lightweight secret sharing scheme. The
core idea is to let the data owner assign an attested enclave
a key share ska and each authorized data user i another
individually unique key share skbi . The encryption key sk can
be reconstructed and used for decryption only if the skbi is
delivered to the enclave that holds ska per query. Once the
authorized data are recovered, the crypto key sk is erased in
the enclave. As such, neither data users nor the enclave have
full capability to recover the encrypted data with their own
key shares outside the scope of the current query. Moreover,
a secret existing in the enclave for a small time-interval can
greatly reduce the possibility of being exposed through sidechannel attacks; the non-trivial key leakage problem can then
be solved. Another benefit is the enclave and the data user can
effectively authenticate with each other through their unique
key shares rather than cumbersome remote attestation.
In order to overcome Issue II, we further propose a trustproof mechanism to enforce that the recovered data within
the enclave can only be used to serve the current query and
prove that the query result offered by the enclave is correct. To
be specific, on one hand, we leverage an endurance indicator
denoted by ω to restrict the times that the recovered data
as well as its derived intermediate results can be utilized
by the enclaved operators. On the other hand, we make the
enclave record and output the footprints of the distributed
query execution as a workflow proof for auditing. As such,
any malicious TEE function invocation during query execution
will be detected. Without capability to arbitrarily invoke TEE
functions, the specific side channel attacks launched by a TEE
host can thus be alleviated.
Contributions. In summary, the main contributions of this
paper are: 1) Building upon the off-the-shelf hardware-assisted
TEE, i.e., Intel SGX, we propose a practical secure query
framework named QShield for outsourcing data to the untrusted cloud. By supporting common SQL-style query expressions and flexible document-oriented data model, QShield can
be easily adopted by most of cloud-based query application
scenarios. 2) Under the threats caused by the limitation of
SGX architecture, we present a secure and lightweight secret
sharing scheme to make QShield capable of realizing scalable
multi-user query control. 3) We also propose a trust-proof
mechanism to audit the correctness of query execution and
meanwhile greatly alleviate the possibility to launch side
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channel attacks with regard to TEE function invocation. 4) We
provide formal security analysis over QShield. Furthermore,
we implement a proof-of-concept prototype and our experimental evaluation confirms QShield’s efficiency and flexibility,
compared to existing crypto-based solutions.
Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II reviews the literature related to our work. Section III
describes system, data and threat models of QShield and our
research assumptions. We introduce our research preliminaries
and present the design of QShield in Section IV, followed
by security analysis in Section V. We implement a proofof-concept QShield system in Section VI and evaluate its
performance in Section VII. Finally, we conclude the whole
paper in the last section.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Work Fully Based on Cryptography
Cryptography is a widely-adopted technology to protect
outsourced queries (search) in the cloud. Initially, Song et
al. [19] presented a special two-layered encryption construct
for each query word based on stream ciphers to realize
keyword search over encrypted documents. When a server
computes over a construct with a trapdoor, it can strip the
outer layer and assert whether the inner layer has a correct
form. However, their scheme suffers from statistical attacks.
As the number of documents scales up, it also experiences
great performance degradation on search. In order to solve
these limitations, Goh [20] proposed to build a secure index
for each document. Specifically, it utilizes Bloom filters and
pseudo-random functions to implement indexing. Chang et
al. [21] also leveraged secure indexes in their scheme, but
they try to avoid any information leakage caused by trapdoors
towards the words being queried. Curtmola et al. [22] formally
defined secure indexes with new and stronger security definitions. They proposed the first secure searchable symmetric
encryption scheme under a multi-user setting, which was then
improved by Kamara et al. [23] to support document insertion
and deletion. Search over encrypted data is also considered in
a public-key setting where anyone who possesses a public key
can update an index with new words, but only the owner of
private key can generate trapdoors to query over the index. As
a concrete example, Boneh et al. [24] leveraged identity-based
encryption to build secure keyword search. Current work along
this research line in the literature focuses on improving data
utilization, i.e., to support complex query types rather than
just keyword search. For example, Cash et al. [25] gave a
solution for searchable symmetric encryption with conjunctive
search and general boolean queries. Sun et al. [26] realized
range queries by reducing a range query to a secure multikeyword query. More generally, Gahi et al. [27] proposed to
utilize homomorphic encryption to implement SQL queries
over an encrypted relational database. Unfortunately, it is not
sufficiently mature yet as the underlying technique of homomorphic encryption is time-consuming and cannot support
all generic computations or operations over encrypted data.
Another practical method at the time is to incorporate various
crypto primitives into a system to support more advanced

query semantics over encrypted databases. One representative
system is CryptDB [2]. Streamforce [3] and PloyStream [4]
target at real-time stream processing and extend CryptDB
to support multi-user query control. However, both systems
encrypt a piece of data multiple times so as to satisfy the
queries requested by different data users. As a result, such an
improvement introduces significant performance overhead and
causes a scalability problem.
B. Work Based on TEE
A promising way to protect outsourced queries (search) is
exploiting hardware-assisted TEE, e.g., Intel SGX. It avoids
time-consuming and cumbersome computations caused by
software-based cryptography. Besides, it is theoretically capable of implementing arbitrary query semantics. For example,
Rearguard [8] leverages SGX to enable secure keyword search.
As a concurrent work, HardIDX [10] also utilizes SGX to build
secure indexes for searchable encryption. VC3 [12] uses SGX
to build a secure version of map-reduce processing framework.
Opaque [11] and Hermetic [15] both allow a number of generic
SQL queries over encrypted data with SGX, but they dedicate
themselves to mitigating critical side channel attacks, without
any discussion on multi-user query control. TrustedDB [28]
allows data users to execute SQL queries with privacy and
under regulatory compliance constraints. It, however, adopts
server-hosted and tamper-proof cryptographic coprocessors
(SCPUs) to facilitate secure computation in critical query
processing, which deploys a much bigger trusted computing
base (TCB) than SGX-based solutions. All of the above works
mainly consider to protect data confidentiality during query
processing without any support on multi-user query control.
By contrast, EnclaveDB [29] was endowed with an ambitious
design goal by applying SGX to ensure confidentiality, integrity and freshness for both queries and data. It implements
the strawman protocol to achieve multi-party access control,
which requires to pre-embed public keys of authorized data
users into an enclave and perform remote attestation as per
data user. Thus, EnclaveDB suffers from a severe scalability
problem.
With regard to guaranteeing trustworthy TEE function invocation, VC3 presents a solution to ensure the integrity of
distributed computational workflows. Its solution, however,
needs high inter-node communication overhead regarding verification messages. To solve this issue, Opaque introduces
a self-verification protocol, where a data user distributes an
encrypted query plan to all enclave instances serving for
the current query. Each enclave instances, in turn, takes
responsibility to check whether its received inputs confirm
the DAG (input edges of a corresponding node). Due to the
additional overhead introduced by real-time verification on the
authenticity of all inputs of an enclave instance, Opaque incurs
performance degradation during query execution, which can be
a big performance issue when the system workload is high.
EnclaveDB chooses to host queries and a whole query engine
in an enclave to protect the confidentiality and integrity of
queries. But the Enclave Page Cache (EPC) that hosts enclaves
is limited to 128MB in SGX (v1.0) and 256MB in SGX (v2.0).
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Such a capacity limitation often produces a large amount
of costly coarse-grained paging and thus causes significant
performance penalty [30]. As such, EnclaveDB exacerbates
performance in view of EPC limit. Besides, EnclaveDB requires to pre-define all queries and pre-compile them as a part
of enclave procedure, which causes poor flexibility and low
generality in a multi-user setting.
Our Work. QShield’s design follows Occam’s Razor principle. We try to minimize the job of enclaves (similar to Opaquestyle systems), i.e., only query operators are implemented as
enclave procedures, so as to maximize EPC utilization, but
meanwhile providing strong security guarantees for outsourced
queries. To this end, we implemented an efficient trust-proof
mechanism to ensure the integrity of queries, even if a host
program (query engine) is compromised. Moreover, we implemented a lightweight secret sharing scheme to enable efficient
and scalable multi-user query control.
III. P ROBLEM S TATEMENTS
In this section, we introduce the system model, data model
and security model of QShield and describe our research
assumptions.
A. System Model
As illustrated in Fig. 1, QShield consists of three types of
system entities: data owner, data user and cloud Application
Service (AS). The data owner uses a symmetric key sk to
encrypt its sensitive data before outsourcing them to the cloud
AS for utilization. Multiple data users may query the data to
retrieve valuable information. The cloud AS in our system has
rich storage and computational resources; it is responsible for
storing outsourced data, establishing an enclave for the data
owner, and handling user queries. Similar to most well-known
outsourced databases, e.g., Amazon RDS and Google Cloud
SQL, the economic model existing amongst the three entities
is: the data owner pays the cloud AS for its platform resources,
including storage, computation and bandwidth; the data users
are charged by the data owner for the outsourced informational
data. At system initialization, a secret sharing scheme is set
up amongst the three entities to support multi-user query
control in QShield. Concretely, the data owner defines access
permissions for data users in the system and meanwhile
remotely attest a dedicated enclave created by a TEE host (To
be distinguishable, we use “TEE host” in this paper to refer to
the non-enclave computational part of the cloud AS). After a
successful remote attestation, the data owner securely delivers
a key share ska of sk and an access policy specification to
the enclave. It also assigns each authorized data user the other
individually unique key share skbi of sk via a secure channel
by applying a secure communication protocol (as assumed).
The TEE host processes a query issued by a data user as
follows. It first forwards the token to the enclave, enabling the
enclave to recover authorized data (initial computational state)
for the current query, and then transforms the query expression
into a query plan. Afterwards, it physically invokes corresponding enclaved operators with proper parameter values for
query execution. As the whole computation of the query plan
globally runs to completion, the enclave will produce several
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Fig. 1. System Model

intermediate results (intermediate computational states) and
reach a final query result (final computational state). In order
to defend against malicious invocation of enclaved operators,
QShield also executes the trust-proof mechanism along with
the state transition process. At last, the TEE host receives from
the enclave a cryptographically-protected query result and an
enclave-signed trust-proof, and sends them back to the data
user as query response.
Query & Query Plan. A query in QShield by design incorporates a SQL-style parametric query expression, cryptographically protected parameter values, and a token. A query
plan is represented by a Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG). To be
specific, vertices in the DAG stand for well-designed enclaved
operators (each kind of query operators is implemented as a
unique TEE function; currently QShield supports projection,
selection, aggregation, union, sort and join) and directed edges
show the workflow between them.
Data Model. We opt for a document-oriented data model in
QShield due to its flexibility in being compatible with most
types of data models, e.g., relational tables, key-value items
and data streams, exploited by current web, mobile, social,
as well as IoT applications. Specifically, QShield employs the
notion of document D as a basic logical unit for data storage
and query, which, encoded in JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON), contains a set of attributes {A1 , · · · , An |Aj :=
< namej , valuej >, j = 1, · · · , n}, where namej is a
description of the attribute Aj and valuej is the value of
attribute Aj . It also uses the notion of collection C to represent
a group of documents, each of which includes a same set of
attributes. When outsourced to the cloud, a collection of size
r can be divided into multiple parts, each stored as a data file.
B. Threat Model
We assume that the queries themselves are not sensitive only their answers, parameters and input datasets are. This is
a practical assumption for two reasons. First, the TEE host
has to invoke corresponding enclaved operators for execution of queries; it makes no sense to hide query semantics.
Second, since the parameters, input and output of a query
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are cryptographically escorted to and from the enclave in
QShield, unauthorized entities, including the TEE host, have
no way to access them and thus cannot accurately infer user
interests or behaviors. We opt for a widely-adopted ”honestbut-curious” model with regard to data users, i.e., they will
honestly execute protocol but also desire to query data beyond
their own permissions.
The cloud AS is considered to be semi-trusted. Besides the
standard SGX threat model where an attacker may control
the cloud’s software stack, including hypervisor and OS, we
consider a more powerful attacker who may also compromise
the TEE host. As such, 1) the attacker may prevent the
data owner from revoking the previously entrusted crypto key
on demand by selectively dropping network packets; 2) the
attacker may arbitrarily invoke enclave interface functions,
resulting in incorrect query results and potential knowledge
extraction or secret leakage.
Limitations. Intel SGX at present is reported to suffer from
side channel attacks, including cache timing, power analysis, branch shadowing, and the most recently discovered
foreshadow transient execution, etc. [31]–[34]. Indeed these
problems are under investigation and a variety of countermeasures have been proposed in the literature, such as, TSGX [35], which makes use of hardware transaction memory
to detect malicious page fault monitoring, Raccoon [36], which
compiles programs in a way that eliminates data-dependent
branches, and Opaque [11], which implements oblivious algorithms to hide memory access pattern. We remark that these
approaches are orthogonal to our work and it is interesting
to adapt their ideas to QShield in the future. DoS/DDoS
attack and enclave bugs are outside the scope of this paper’s
consideration.
Additional research assumptions are listed below. 1) The
communication channels between the data owner and the data
users are secure. 2) The communication channels between the
data users and the cloud AS are implemented based on the
current Internet infrastructure. 3) The data owner is honest and
does not collude with the cloud AS and the data users due to
profit conflicts. 4) We do not consider the collusion between
the cloud AS and data users. First, the enclave enforces access
policy towards the data users and the other key share hold by
the enclave is still kept secret. Second, the data owner may
launch some countermeasures like exploiting a “honeypot”
mechanism to alleviate the intention of the cloud AS to make
collusion, i.e., the data owner may disguise to be a data user
to collude with the cloud AS; if successful, the cloud AS will
face a huge fine. Third, data users mostly have no interest
in sharing their purchased data with the concern of copyright
regulations and digital rights management.
IV. QS HIELD F RAMEWORK
In this section, we first give preliminary knowledge on
adopted fundamental techniques: Intel SGX and bilinear maps
[37]. Then, we introduce the core components that enable
QShield to accomplish its promising design goals, followed
by a detailed description on stand-alone QShield protocols. A
discussion about how to apply QShield in a distributed context
is provided in Appendix B.

A. Preliminaries
1) Intel SGX: Intel SGX is a promising hardware-assisted
trusted computing technology. It provides memory isolation
[38], which enables a TEE host set up a protected execution
environment, called enclave, such that code and data run
inside are resilient to attacks from privilege software, including
OS kernel and VM hypervisor. Function calls between the
untrusted TEE host and enclave are through well-designed
ECALL/OCALL interfaces. Such an architecture implies that
the invocation of enclave functions is unreliable since it is still
under control of the untrusted TEE host. Intel SGX also offers
two auxiliary functionalities: remote attestation and storage
sealing [39]. The former makes a distant entity capable of
verifying the authenticity of an enclave, checking the integrity
of desired code running inside and meanwhile establishing a
secure communication channel with the enclave. The latter
allows to securely store enclave data in an untrusted storage
outside the enclave for future recovery, in case of server
shutdown, system failure, and/or power outage. Please refer to
[40] for a more thorough technical analysis about Intel SGX.
2) Bilinear Maps: Let G1 and G2 be two multiplicative
cyclic groups of prime order p, and g be a generator of G1 .
An efficiently computable bilinear map e : G1 × G1 → G2
defined over the two groups satisfies the following properties:
a b
• Bilinearity: For all a, b ∈ Zp , there exists e(g , g ) =
ab
e(g, g)
• Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1
• Computability: For any u, v ∈ G1 , there exists an efficient
algorithm to compute e(u, v).
Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) Assumption.
The security of our secret sharing scheme is based on the
Decisional BDH assumption. Basically, let a, b, c, z be chosen
randomly from Zp , there exists no probabilistic polynomialtime algorithm B that can distinguish the tuple (A = g a , B =
g b , C = g c , e(g, g)abc ) from the tuple (A = g a , B = g b , C =
g c , e(g, g)z ) with more than a negligible advantage , that is,
|P r[B(A, B, C,e(g, g)abc ) = 0]
− P r[B(A, B, C, e(g, g)z ) = 0]| ≤ ,
where the probability is computed over the randomly chosen
generator g, the randomly chosen a, b, c, z in Zp , and the
random bits consumed by B.
3) Notations: We use f∗ to stand for an enclaved operator
∗, where ∗ can be a projector π, a selector σ, an aggregator φ,
an unioner ψ, a sorter χ or a joiner γ. Besides, E represents an
authenticated symmetric key encryption scheme with Enc(·)
and Dec(·) algorithms. P KE represents an indistinguishability security under chosen plaintext attack (IND-CPA) public
key encryption scheme with KeyGen(·), Enc(·) and Dec(·)
algorithms. S stands for an existentially unforgeable signature
scheme with KeyGen(·), Sign(·) and V erif y(·) algorithms.
H(·) denotes a collision resistant hash function.
B. QShield Components
In this subsection, we introduce the basic components
of QShield: the secret sharing scheme and the trust-proof
mechanism.
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1) Secret Sharing: The secret sharing scheme in our research context can be defined over a tree-based access structure
τ . Specifically, the root node of the access tree has an AND
gate: Its left child represents the enclave; Its right child has
an OR gate with n children, each representing a data user.
We notice that this construction has been widely used in
cryptography, like attribute-based encryption. Similarly, we
base the bilinear map to design a crypto primitive called E
to facilitate secret sharing in QShield.

t is a leaf node, it computes
(
e(Ei , ska ), if i = 0
Ft =
e(Ei , skbi ), otherwise

;

(1)

when t is a non-leaf node, i.e., AND gate and OR gate, it
computes
Y
∆
(0)
Ft =
Ft0 j,C̄(t) ,
(2)
t0 ∈C(t)

Suppose we have two cyclic groups G1 and G2 , both with
prime p. Let g be the generator of G1 and e : G1 × G1 → G2
be a bilinear map over G1 and G2 . The E crypto primitive
consists of following algorithms:

where C(t) is a collection of child nodes of t, C̄(t) is
a corresponding index collection, i.e., C̄(t) = {k|m ∈
C(t), k = index(m)}, j = index(t0 ), and
Y
x−k
∆j,C̄(t) (x) =
(3)
j−k

{pk, msk} ← setup(1λ , n): This algorithm takes as inputs
a security parameter λ and a non-zero positive integer n.
It first defines a universe of participants U = {0, 1, ..., n},
where 0 and 1, · · · , n stand for the enclave and data users,
respectively. For each participant i ∈ U , it uniformly
chooses a number ti from Zp . It then picks up a number
y from Zp . Finally, this algorithm outputs a public key
pk : {T0 = g t0 ; T1 = g t1 , · · · , Tn = g tn ; Y = e(g, g)y }
and a master private key msk : {t0 ; t1 , · · · , tn ; y}.
{ska ; skb1 , · · · , skbn } ← sharesGen(τ, msk): This algorithm takes as inputs the predefined tree-based access structure τ and the master secret key msk. It computes key
shares for all involved participants {i|i ∈ U } as follows.
The algorithm first defines a polynomial qt (x) for each node
t in τ . Specifically, the degree dt of each polynomial is
derived from the threshold value kt of the current node, i.e.,
dt = kt − 1: Suppose that the node has an AND gate, then
kt equals to the number of the node’s children; Suppose that
the node has an OR gate or it is a leaf node, then kt equals
to 1. Besides, for the root node r, it sets qr (0) = y; for other
nodes t(t 6= r), it sets qt (0) = qparent(t) (index(t)), where
parent(t) and index(t) represent the parent node of t, the
index in all children of t’s parent node, respectively. Furthermore, all other polynomial parameters are chosen from
Zp randomly. Once these polynomials have been decided,
the algorithm generates a key share for each participant i by
qt=i (0)
computing sk i = g ti . To make it easily distinguishable,
we denote the key share of enclave sk 0 as ska , and the key
shares of data users {sk 1 , · · · , sk n } as {skb1 , · · · , skbn }.
ctκ ← secretDist(κ, pk): This algorithm takes as inputs a
secret κ and the public key pk. It generates a corresponding
ciphertext ctκ that can be distributed amongst participants
{i|i ∈ U } and only the enclave joining together with one
of data users can recover the secret. To do so, the algorithm
first chooses a random number s from Zp and then encrypts
κ in G2 as ctκ = {κ · Y s ; {Ei = Tis }i∈U }.
i|i∈{1,··· ,n}
κ ← secretRec(ctκ , ska , skb
): This algorithm
takes as inputs the ciphertext ctκ , the key share ska of
i|i∈{1,··· ,n}
the enclave, and the key share skb
of one of
data users. In order to reconstruct the secret κ, it performs
a bottom-up node decryption process. Ft denotes the decrypted value (blinding factor) of a node t. In the case where

is Lagrange coefficient. After such a decryption process
finished, the algorithm can obtain the root blinding factor
e(g, g)ys , i.e., Y s , which can then be used to recover the
secret κ.
The correctness of E is proved in Appendix C.
2) Trust-proof: Formally, we define a Finite State Machine
(FSM) as a 5-tuple (Q, Σ, T, Q0 , Qk ) to represent the trustproof mechanism, which consists of a finite set of FSM states
Q, a finite set of input symbols Σ, a transition function:
T : Q × Σ → Q, an initial FSM state Q0 ∈ Q, and a final
FSM state Qk ∈ Q. Notably, a FSM state in Q incorporates
all computational states at a certain point within the enclave.
An input symbol in Σ is a triple (∗, idx, pred), where ∗ stands
for the types of enclaved operators, i.e., π (projection), σ
(selection), φ (aggregation), ψ (union), χ (sort), and γ (join),
idx is the index of a computational state in a FSM state,
and pred represents query predicates. Figure 2 depicts the
paradigm of the FSM state transition used in the trust-proof
mechanism.
When a data user issues a query to the cloud AS, he/she
computes a value ω called endurance indicator based on the
query statement, which is used to restrict the times that the
computational states within the enclave can be accessed by
enclaved operators. ω is actually the number of nodes in a
query execution plan and can be efficiently computed with an
off-the-shelf open-sourced SQL parser (a spark query parser
is used in our specific implementation) within approximate
100 milliseconds at the data user side in our experimental
environment. Then, the data user utilizes the cryptographically
protected token to securely bring the endurance indicator to
the enclave.
On the cloud side, with a valid query token, the enclave
recovers authorized data and meanwhile produces a computational state S0 . At this moment, an initial FSM state is also
created, i.e., Q0 = {S0 ; w = ω}. Here, w is a parameter in
computational states to record the latest value of the endurance
indicator; we especially illustrate w in FSM states to reflect
its variation during query execution. Afterwards, the TEE host
successively invokes enclaved operators to physically execute
a query plan of the query. Note that, every time an enclaved
operator is successfully executed, the enclave will produce a
new computational state from old ones; notably, w in all existing computational states are reduced by 1. Correspondingly,

k∈C̄(t),k6=j

•

•

•

•
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Fig. 2. FSM state transition diagram

a new FSM state will be created, i.e., a FSM state transition
occurs. For example, after the first enclaved operator finishes
its work, a new computational state S1 is produced from S0 ,
then a new FSM state Q1 = {(S0 , S1 ); S0 → S1 ; w = ω − 1}
is created (we use an unreal → here to highlight the inherent
relationship between computational states in a FSM state, the
same as below); after the second enclaved operator finishes
its work, a new computational state S2 is produced from S0
and S1 , then a new FSM state Q2 = {(S0 , S1 , S2 ); S0 →
S1 , S0 → S2 , S1 → S2 ; w = ω − 2} is created; and so
on and so forth. By design, when the whole query plan
is successfully executed, a final computational state Sk is
produced from Sk−1 (at least) and meanwhile w will be
reduced to 0, such that no further accesses over relevant
computational states are allowed any more, then the final
FSM state Qk is reached, i.e., Qk = {(S0 , S1 , · · · , Sk ); S0 →
S1 , S0 → S2 , · · · , Sk−1 → Sk ; w = 0}. Upon the enclave is
in the final FSM state, it generates a trust-proof tp = (G, σG )
for the current query by firstly creating a directed graph G
from existing computational states S0 , · · · , Sk , where a node
denotes a computational state with its ID and w, and an
edge denotes the invoked enclaved operator that produces such
a computational state transition; and secondly signing G by
executing σtp ← S.Sign(ske,sign , G).
The verification on the trust-proof tp = (G, σG ) by the data
user is straightforward: it checks the integrity and genuineness
of tp by running S.V erif y(pke,sign , tp, σtp ); if successful, it
then checks whether w is 0 and the directed graph G confirms
the query plan (DAG) of the query by graph matching.
C. QShield Protocols
In this subsection, we describe QShield protocols in details,
which include System Setup, Data Upload, Data Query, and
Policy Update. Figure 3 depicts an overview of QShield
protocols.
System Setup. The data owner first selects a security parameter λ and defines the scale n of data users, i.e., the maximum
number of data users allowed in the system. Then, it executes
{pk, msk} ← E.setup(1λ , n) to initialize the secret sharing
subsystem and subsequently executes {ska ; skb1 , · · · , skbn } ←
E.sharesGen(τ, msk) to produce key shares for involved
participants. It also creates a 256-bits symmetric key κ for
data encryption and generates a corresponding cipher ctκ
by running E.secretDist(κ, pk). Afterwards, the data owner
creates an access policy specification pol, designating query
privileges of each data user over the outsourced data. The pol
is a list denoted by {(uid, cids)j |j = 0, · · · , n}, where uid
and cids of an entry j represents the ID of a data user and all
IDs (initialized as NULL) of collections that are authorized
to the data user, respectively. Notice that, msk, κ, ska , and
skbi are securely stored by the data owner; pk and ctκ are
published as system parameters.

On the cloud side, the TEE host creates a dedicated enclave
for the data owner. It subsequently performs a predefined TEE
function to let the enclave itself generate a 256-bits public
key pair, i.e., (pke,msg , ske,msg ) ← P KE.KeyGen(1λ ), and
a 256-bits signature key pair, i.e., (vke,sign , ske,sign ) ←
S.KeyGen(1λ ). pke,msg and vke,sign are output as public
system parameters.
Next, the data owner verifies whether the enclave is correctly deployed and executed on a genuine SGX-enabled CPU
platform through remote attestation. During this process, it
also establishes a secure communication channel with the
enclave by negotiating a symmetric secret key skcomm . Once
the attestation is successful, the data owner could make use
of skcomm to escort its ska and pol to the enclave. Notably,
the data owner runs ct ← E.Enc(skcomm , (ska , pol)) and the
enclave in turn runs (ska , pol) ← E.Dec(skcomm , ct).
Data Upload. When a new collection msg is ready for
utilization, the data owner executes ctmsg ← E.Enc(κ, msg)
to obtain its ciphertext ctmsg , and then performs H(ctmsg )
to create a unique ID cid for it, and further uploads a tuple
(cid, ctmsg ) to the cloud AS. Next, the data owner updates
its access policy for all data users towards the newly added
collection. This operation correspondingly triggers the Policy
Update protocol.
Data Query. In this protocol, an authorized data user i issues
a SQL-style query over the collections shared by the data
owner. To this end, the data user parameterizes the query,
producing a parametric expression exp, and encrypts each
parameter value v with the enclave’s public key pke,msg ,
i.e., ctv ← P KE.Enc(pke,msg , v). All encrypted parameter
values constitute params. He/she also generates a token tk by
encrypting a triple (skbi , ω, c) using pke,msg , where skbi is the
data user’s key share, ω is a positive integer calculated based
on exp, and c is a freshness factor that is a monotonically
increasing number. Formally, the query is denoted by a triple
(exp, params, tk).
Upon the cloud AS (TEE host) receives the query from the
data user, it performs the following three steps: unlock, query,
and response.
unlock: The TEE host enables the enclave to recover
the collections allowed to be accessed by the data user.
Specifically, the TEE host first forwards relevant encrypted
collections [(cid, ctmsg )] along with the token tk to the
enclave, within which the enclave executes (skbi , ω, c) ←
P KE.Dec(ske,msg , tk). Then, the enclave checks whether
or not the current query has been previously handled by
comparing c with a c (initialized as an infinitesimal number).
If c is smaller than c , the enclave will deny to serve the current
request; otherwise, it updates c with c. The enclave also
iteratively computes H(ctmsg ) and compares it with the corresponding cid so as to verify the integrity of input collections.
Once passing the freshness check and integrity verification,
the enclave is able to execute secretRec(ctκ , ska , skbi ) to
recover the encryption key κ. and further iteratively execute
E.Dec(κ, ·) on [(cid, ctmsg )] to obtain the underlying collections [(cid, msg)] (κ is erased when decryption is finished).
Next, the enclave filters out from [(cid, msg)] the unauthorized
collections according to the access policy specification pol. By
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System Setup <Data Owner

Data Query <TEE Host

TEE Host> :
Create an enclave and generate key pairs:

Initialize secret sharing system:

{ pk, msk }   .setup(1 , n)
{sk a ; sk b1 , , sk bn }   .setup(1 , n)

(skbi , , c)  PKE.Dec(ske,msg , tk )

( pke,msg , ske ,msg )  PKE.KeyGen(1 )
(vke ,sign, ske ,sign)  S .KeyGen(1 )

check c and cid
   . sec ret Re c(ct , sk a , skbi )
[(cid , msg )]  E .Dec( , [(cid , ctmsg )])
enforce pol on [(cid, msg )]
Query:
DAG( f* )  exp

Generate key cipher:
  {0, 1}

ct   . sec retDist( , pk)

Create access policy specification:
pol  {(uid, cids) j | j  0, , n}
Remote attestation:

ct  E.Enc(skcomm, (ska , pol))

Data Upload <Data owner
Outsource data to the cloud:
ctmsg  E .Enc( , msg )
cid  H (ctmsg )

Data Users> :

Unlock:

(exp, params,tk)

Issue a query:
(exp, v)  parameterize query statement
params  {ctv  PKE.Enc( pke ,msg , v)}

tk  PKE.Enc( pke ,msg , (skbi , , c))

f* ()

skcomm

ct

Response:

Remote attestation:

res  E .Enc( H ( sk bi ), S k .sdb)

(ska , pol)  E.Dec(skcomm, ct)

Policy Update <Data Users

TEE Host> :

Subscribe QShield service.
(cid , ctmsg )

Store ciphers.

(res,tp)

tp  generate trust - proof

Store key share.

Data Owner
sk bi

Verify the proof and obtain result:
E .Eec( H ( sk bi ), res)

TEE Host> :

Select a unique key share and
generate a unique user ID:
uid  H ( H ( skbi ))

Update access policy:
ct

pol  E.Dec(skcomm, ct)

Update access policy:

Run Policy Update.

ct  E(skcomm, pol)

Fig. 3. An overview of the QShield protocols. Codes in square brackets are run by enclaves.

design, the unlock process is encapsulated as a TEE function,
thus its unique workflow as stated above can be enforced.
query: The TEE host invokes enclaved operators to perform
operations over the authorized collections [(cid, msg)]. First
of all, The TEE host transforms the query expression exp
into a query plan. A running example for such transformation
is shown in Appendix A. In accordance with the query
plan, the TEE host begins to schedule enclaved operators f∗
for operation. As this process proceeds, several intermediate
results, i.e., computational states S0 , · · · , Sk , are produced.
Correspondingly, the enclave goes through a series of FSM
states Q0 , · · · , Qk .
response: The TEE host responds the data user with regard
to the query. After the enclave reaches the final FSM state
Qk , it can construct a response for the current query, which
includes two parts: query result and trust-proof. Specifically,
the enclave first hashes the data user’s key share skbi to produce
a symmetric key, and encrypts the workload field (denoted
by sdb) in Sk with the key to generate a query result res,
i.e., res ← E.Enc(H(skbi ), Sk .sdb); it then makes use of all
computational states, i.e., S0 , · · · , Sk , to create a trust-proof
tp for the query as described in Section IV-B2; at last, the
enclave returns res along with tp to the TEE host for query
response. By design, the response process is encapsulated as
a TEE function, thus its unique workflow as stated above can
be enforced.
When the data user gets the response, he/she can obtain the
query result by executing E.Dec(H(skbi ), res), and audit it
by verifying the trust-proof tp.
Policy Update. This protocol handles all events related to policy update, including user add/remove and access permission
modification. When a new data user j (1 ≤ j ≤ n) joins in
the system, the data owner first selects a unique key share
skbj and securely sends it to the data user. (When j > n,
E scheme can be extended to offer an auxiliary interface
for the data owner to compute a new unique token.) Then,
it defines a set of collections that can be accessed by the
data user and hashes the skbj twice to generate a unique
ID uid for the data user, i.e., uid ← H(H(skbj )). At last,
the data owner updates the access policy specification pol
in the enclave with a new item (uid, cids) through their

previously established secure channel. Notably, the data owner
runs ct ← E.Enc(skcomm , pol) and the enclave in turn
runs pol ← E.Dec(skcomm , ct). As for the remaining two
circumstances, i.e., user revocation and access permission
modification, the data owner only needs to either delete or alter
the corresponding item in pol for the specific data user through
the secure channel. Besides, when the data owner decides to
alter the cloud AS, it can just terminate to pay for the current
service, without worrying that the key share left in the enclave
will cause the full decryption key leakage. The key revocation
issue is effectively circumvented.
Remark: One potential issue here is that, given an untrusted
cloud platform including the TEE host, the update command
may not be received by an enclave. Intuitively, it can be
solved by just requiring a response for each update from
the enclave; the data owner can continue to send the update
command until it receives a response. This is an effective way
to protect from network failure. However, when the TEE host
is compromised, such a method cannot guarantee on-demand
policy update promise for the data owner. An exciting way
is to enhance the Policy Update protocol by exploiting the
“heartbeat” idea proposed in our previous work [13]. It is
able to force the enclave to be unavailable if the enclave does
not receive a valid heartbeat from the data owner after the
defined time window; we can attach the policy specification pol
to heartbeats such that the update command can be delivered
timely and affirmatively to the enclave.
V. S ECURITY A NALYSIS
In this section, we formally analyze a number of security
and trust properties of QShield, i.e., confidentiality of crypto
key and outsourced data, scalable multi-user query control
and trusted query execution. Through workflow and dataflow
analysis, we reduce each property to several primitives with
provable security.
A. Confidentiality of crypto key and outsourced data
This property is guaranteed by both the SGX TEE and E
scheme.
At System Setup, the data owner generates an encryption key κ and key shares ska , skbi (i = 1, · · · , n) (using
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E.sharesGen(·)). Through remote attestation, it establishes a
secure communication channel with the enclave, under which
ska is escorted (using E.enc(·) and E.dec(·)). In this paper,
we do not discuss how the data owner establishes secure
communication channels with data users, instead, we assume
skbi (i = 1, · · · , n) are securely delivered to authorized data
users. At Data Upload, data are encrypted with κ (using
E.Enc(·)) before being outsourced to the cloud AS. At this
moment, since the enclave and data users just have their
own key shares, no entities are able to recover outsourced
data. At Data Query, a cryptographically protected token
securely brings skbi to the enclave (using P KE.Enc(·) and
P KE.Dec(·)). Within the enclave, κ is reconstructed with
skbi and ska (using E.secretRec(·)) to decrypt the loaded
ciphertexts [(cid, ctmsg )] (using E.Dec(·)); after that, κ is
erased. In subsequent operations, the recovered plaintexts
never leave the enclave; the query result sent back to the
data user is also cryptographically protected (using E.Enc(·)
and E.dec(·)). Here, please notice that, we use H(skbi ) as the
encryption key. Since H(·) is a one-way function, one cannot
utilize the public uid, i.e., H(H(skbi )), to infer such a key. In
other words, only the data user can decrypt the query result.
Besides, the trust-proof involves no sensitive information.
Due to the fact that E is an authenticated symmetric key
encryption scheme, P KE is an indistinguishability security
under chosen plaintext attack (IND-CPA) public key encryption scheme, and data run within enclave are kept secret,
the confidentiality of the crypto key and outsourced data are
realized as long as the secret sharing E scheme is secure.
We state informally that the proposed secret sharing scheme
is secure if 1) for any involved participant with a valid secret
share, it cannot individually recover the full crypto key; and
more generally, 2) for any combination of data users with
valid secret shares, they are also unable to recover the full
crypto key. We define a Selective-Participant (SP) model of
security in Figure 4 for E scheme. The advantage of an
adversary A in this game is P r[b = b] − 21 . Our SP attack
game is similar to the models in [41]–[43], with the exception
that the adversary in the game is only allowed to query
for key shares of a specific set of participants, i.e., the set
does not simultaneously involve the enclave and data users.
It is provable that the security of E scheme in the SelectiveParticipant model reduces to the hardness of the Decisional
BDH assumption. Please refer to Appendix D for detailed
formal proofs.
B. Scalable multi-user query control
QShield exploits a straightforward model of access control
list (ACL) to realize multi-user query control. In the access
policy pol defined by the data owner, each item (uid, cids)
specifies the data (collections with IDs cids) that can be
accessed by the data user with ID uid.
Authentication & Authorization. With remote attestation, the
data owner verifies the authenticity of the enclave in the cloud
and meanwhile establishes a secure communication channel
between them. It is also assumed to have authenticated secure
communication channels with data users. In order to authorize
query permissions to data users, the data owner assigns each

Fig. 4. The Selective-Participant (SP) model of E scheme security.

of them a unique secret share skbi , and in order to make
such an authorization effective, the data owner hands out a
special secret share ska along with the access policy pol to
the enclave. The entrusted ska and skbi in turn ensure the
enclave and the data user to authenticate with each other. The
reasons are two-folds. First, the secret sharing scheme, proved
to be secure under Selective-Participant model in Section V-A,
guarantees that only valid secret shares can correctly recover
the crypto key and the probability of forging a valid secret
share is negligible; the authenticity of the two entities with
valid secret shares can thus be guaranteed. Second, recall that
the uid is generated by hashing the skbi twice, so the specific
data user with skbi can be correctly identified in pol. As such,
QShield has no need to rely on cumbersome remote attestation
or expensive Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) for authentication
between the enclave and data users.
Enforcement on Query Control. We remark that the query
control is correctly enforced in QShield if the following
statements hold: 1) The probability that a query issued by
a valid data user can compute over unauthorized data is
negligible. 2) The probability that a query issued by an illegal
entity can compute over outsourced data is negligible.
Next, we show that such query control is guaranteed by the
adopted SGX and the secret sharing scheme E.
By design, a query issued by a valid data user involves
P KE
a specific cryptographical token tk ←−−− (skbi , ω, c). In the
unlock step at Date Query, the enclave holding the key share
ska handles the token so as to recover the encryption key κ,
then to decrypt loaded ciphertexts [(cid, ctmsg )], and further
to enforce the query control policy pol on behalf of the data
owner. These operations in unlock are encapsulated into one
TEE function, so its correctness and integrity in the run time
can be guaranteed by remote attestation. Besides, since they
are serialized, i.e., the input of the latter operation is the output
of the former one, and the initial operation of κ recovery is
correct as proved in Appendix C, the unlock function will
definitely output authorized data abiding by the pol (Statement
1 is satisfied). According to the security guarantee of the
secret sharing scheme, an illegal entity cannot forge a valid
crypto share used for constructing the token. The underlying
authentication & authorization mechanism then guarantees that
the invalid data user will not be recognized by the enclave and
thus has no query privilege on outsourced data. Furthermore,
we use a freshness factor c to block up launching replay attacks
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TABLE I
C OMPUTATIONAL C OMPLEXITY A NALYSIS ON E S CHEME
Algorithm

Overhead

E.setup(·)
E.sharesGen(·)
E.secretDist(·)
E.secretRec(·)

(n + 1) · EX
n · EX
n · EX
2 · BP + 3 · EXP

Complexity
O(n)
O(n)
O(n)
O(1)

Notes: EX = Exponentiation operation; BP = Bilinear map operation.

where an illegal entity, e.g., untrusted TEE host, implicitly
impersonates a valid data user by leveraging the token in
previous issued quires. (Statement 2 is satisfied.)
The above analysis justifies that our secret sharing scheme
combined with the SGX TEE can effectively realize multi-user
query control in QShield. Now we claim that the query control
mechanism is also scalable over a large number of data users.
Support on Scalable Data Users. As the total number of data
users n scales, the work in performing mutual authentication,
i.e., crypto key reconstruction by the O(1) secretRec(·)
algorithm as shown in Table I, does not depend on n. Besides,
the enclave only needs to hold one specific secret share ska ,
which is also independent of n. To enable authorization,
the enclave requires to perform lookups on a policy list
with n items. Since each item in the list only takes a few
bytes of storage space, it will not become a bottleneck of
query control mechanism on modern commodity servers as
n increases. Through hash indexing, the O(n)-complexity of
lookup operations can be reduced to O(1), being independent
of n. To briefly summarize, the scalable data users do not
increase the complexity of the authentication & authorization
in query control. Moreover, the enforcement on query control
and policy update, as analyzed above, does not rely on the
number of data users, either. Hence, support on scalable data
users is achieved in QShield.
C. Trusted query execution
For each query issued by a valid data user, the untrusted
TEE host takes the responsibility to explain and execute
it. Through following analysis, we show that QShield can
guarantee the trustworthiness of query execution under such an
hostile environment. We use two statements to clearly define
the trustworthiness: 1) The probability that a data user receives
an incorrect query result for a valid query is negligible; and
2) The probability that the TEE host performs operations over
the underlying data beyond the scope of a valid query is
negligible.
Query Execution Workflow & Dataflow. In view of the control plane of a query execution, the TEE host first transforms
the query into a query plan and then accordingly invokes
TEE interfaces to physically execute it, which include the
unlock, computational operators f∗ , and the response. With
regard to the data plane, the enclave, with encrypted message
[(cid, ctmsg )] as input, produces an initial computational state
S0 under the function of unlock, and then produces several
computational states S1 , · · · , Sk under functions of f∗ , and at
last outputs a triple (res, tp, σtp ) by the response.
The SGX’s remote attestation ensures that the TEE interfaces, i.e., unlock, f∗ , and response, are correctly executed at

runtime, and its memory isolation ensures the integrity of those
computational states S0 , · · · , Sk . Thus, the two statements
with regard to the trustworthiness of query execution hold, as
long as the TEE host honestly invokes relevant TEE interfaces.
We justify that such honest behavior of the TEE host is
enforced by the trust-proof mechanism.
The enforcement is implemented in two ways. First, recall
that a valid query token involves an endurance indicator ω,
which is computed based on the query itself and set up by
the data user. When a successful invocation of an enclaved
operator drives a FSM state transition, w (initialized as ω)
in all existing computational states will be reduced by 1;
upon reaching the final FSM state, w will be reduced to 0,
indicating that the computational states cannot be accessed any
more. Suppose the host TEE invokes some (even one) enclaved
operators beyond the scope of the query, the enclave will be
unable to construct a valid trust proof, because the desired final
FSM state cannot be reached due to insufficient w (consumed
by the undesired invocations). Second, an enclaved operator
in essential produces a new computational state from the
previously existing ones. Such a computational state transition
is recorded by the enclave as an execution trace of the enclaved
operator, the correctness of which, as mentioned above, is
guaranteed by SGX’s remote attestation. When the query
execution finishes, i.e., reaching a final FSM state, all the
recorded computational state transitions inherently constitute a
trustworthy execution trace tp for the current query as a proof.
The enclave also generates a signature for the trust-proof
to ensure its genuineness. The verifiability of the response
triple, i.e., (res, tp, σtp ), ensures that malicious TEE function
invocation can be detected by the data user.
Verification on Response Triple. The trust-proof tp reflects
how the query result res is derived from the original messages.
It is straightforward and effective to judge whether or not
such an execution trace affiliates to the issued query by graph
matching. The existentially unforgeable signature scheme S
adopted in QShield guarantees that the TEE host has negligible
possibility to fabricate an acceptable execution trace with valid
enclave signature for an incorrect query result.
VI. I MPLEMENTATION
A prototype of QShield was implemented by integrating it
into Opaque [11], an SGX-enabled distributed data analytics
platform built on top of Spark SQL. The QShield prototype exploits relational tables as a down-to-earth data model. QShield
source code has been released in Github 1 .
Following the design philosophy of the Opaque system,
we implemented the QShield operators by extending Catalyst
APIs of Spark and enabled these operators (in java) to call corresponding enclave implementations (in c/c++) through Java
Native Interface (JNI) to accomplish their specific execution
logic. As such, QShield can utilize the off-the-shelf Spark SQL
engine to support SQL-like queries. Moreover, we applied
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in Galois/Counter Mode
(GCM) to ensure data confidentiality and integrity outside the
enclave.
1 QShield

project homepage: https://github.com/fishermano/qshield.git
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On the other hand, we developed the unique functionalities
proclaimed by QShield, i.e., multi-user query control and
trustworthy TEE function invocation. First, we implemented
the secret sharing scheme E as an enclave-safe library. This
is not a trivial task due to the following reasons: 1) the
SGX SDK at the time of this paper’s writing does not
provide sufficient fundamental libraries to support powerful
pairing-based computations; 2) the migration of the Stanford
Pairing-Based Cryptography (PBC) library requires to rewrite
three non-decoupled I/O functional interfaces that operate on
a non-enclave-safe C File* type, i.e., out str, snprint and
out info; 3) the above migration requires to safely implement
rand and mem cpy functions invoked by the native PBC
library, which, however are not supported by the customized
C version of SGX SDK. Second, we re-implemented Opaque
operators in QShield to make themselves record their own
execution trace, so as to facilitate the assembling of a trustproof. Third, we implemented two special QShield functions
named ACPolicyApplied and ResRespond. The former enforces
access control policies over input data before query execution,
corresponding to the unlock step in Data Query as described
in Section IV-C; the later constructs a final query response to a
data user after query execution, corresponding to the response
step in Data Query. Notably, all computational states produced
by QShield operators during query execution are protected
with AES[GCM] encryption, i.e., these data are stored outside
enclaves in the form of encryption. Fourth, we encapsulated
the QShield core functionalities into a RESTful ready-to-use
service, which offers luxuriant and light-weighted web URIs
to be easily used by the data user to access the QShield system.
VII. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we first describe the experimental settings
of QShield evaluation. Then, we demonstrate that QShield
outperforms CryptDB [2], a representative pure-crypto-based
SQL query system, with a significant performance improvement. In addition, we quantify QShield’s overhead by comparing it with the Opaque, a baseline system. Finally, we give
a comprehensive evaluation on the achieved multi-user query
control and the execution integrity (trustworthy TEE function
invocation), and show that both underlying mechanisms have
excellent performance in terms of computation, storage, and
communication.
A. Experimental Settings
We performed experimental evaluation on an SGX-enabled
platform that owns an Intel Kaby Lake i7-7700 processor (4
cores @ 3.60GHz) with 16GiB of RAM and runs Ubuntu
16.04 operating system.
We chose a pairing curve of type A for the secret sharing
scheme in QShield and setup a 128-bit security parameter for
underlying crypto primitives, e.g., AES[GCM]. All experimental tests were repeated 20 times to eliminate system errors.
In the tests, the prototyped QShield adopted a 128-bit AES
to protect data outside enclaves during query processing. As
well-known, SGX Memory Encryption Engine (MEE) uses a
128-bit AES key. Thus, our implemented QShield provides

a 128-bit security level. Similarly, Opaque also has a 128bit security level. CryptDB is a hybrid cryptosystem and its
weakest link is a 128-bit AES primitive, so it offers the same
level of security as QShield and Opaque.
To evaluate data query efficiency, we use CryptDB and
Opaque as benchmarks. CryptDB is a cryptography-based
milestone system that elaborately assembles crypto primitives
to protect the confidentiality of query data; Opaque utilizes
hardware-assisted TEE to improve query efficiency while
achieving the same security goal as CryptDB. We recompiled
both CryptDB and Opaque on the above platform and tested
operation time of three queries (denoted by Q1, Q2, Q3,
respectively) over Big Data Benchmark 2 , which is a popular
benchmark for big data SQL engines. Concretely, Q1 is a
filter operation, Q2 only contains an aggregation operation,
and Q3 is composed of filter, aggregation and join. To test
the execution time of the trust-proof mechanism, we run a
simplified version of QShield over Big Data Benchmark and
compared QShield’s execution time with the case that strips
off the trust-proof functionality.
To test the execution time of the secret sharing scheme,
we run the unlock function in an enclave with different sizes
of input data, ranging from 10-bytes to 1M-bytes, to simulate various data being processed. Herein, we used a native
AES[GCM] algorithm realized by SGX as a baseline, which
by comparison lacks access control related computations.
B. Query Efficiency
Figure 5 shows an overall performance of QShield, compared with Opaque and CryptDB with regard to different
types of queries and different sized databases: tiny database
(totally 11197 rows in 2 tables), medium database (totally
25994 rows in 2 tables), big database (totally 51988 rows in 2
tables). We can observe that: 1) QShield achieves comparable
performance with Opaque with regard to all tested query
types, which implies that the introduced secret sharing and
trust-proof mechanisms incur minimum overhead. The reason
why QShield runs a litter faster than Opaque is that we
optimized the underlying structure of the computational states
in implementation. 2) Given Q1 and Q3, CryptDB has a fiercer
performance degradation than QShield as the size of database
scales up. Notably, when fueled with a big database, QShield’s
computational performance greatly outperforms CryptDB’s.
Due to limited operations supported by the adopted homomorphic encryption primitive of CryptDB, CryptDB currently
cannot support Q2, which involves a substring() function.
More generally, CryptDB has no flexible support on arbitrary
self-defined functions. Nevertheless, QShield has no such
limitation.
C. Evaluation on Multi-user Query Control
Table II shows the main overhead of computation, storage
and communication introduced by supporting multi-user query
control in QShield (secreting sharing) and EnclaveDB (strawman). We can observe that the proposed secret sharing scheme
2 Big

data benchmark: https://amplab.cs.berkeley.edu/ benchmark/
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Fig. 5. Query efficiency of QShield. Logarithmic time is used to show the difference in order of magnitudes. Those number labels indicate corresponding
execution time in (a) (b) (c). N/A is abbreviated for Not Applicable.

D. Evaluation on Execution Integrity
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Fig. 6. The performance of the implemented unlock function. Those number
labels indicate the performance gap between tested systems.

incurs no computational cost to data users and greatly reduces
the number of remote attestations (from n + 1 to 1), compared
with EnclaveDB’s solution. However, it imports an additional
cost for key reconstruction to an enclave as per query. In order
to depict how such an overhead impacts query performance,
we measured the execution time of the implemented unlock
function, which, as an access policy enforcement point for
multi-user query control, invokes E.secretRec(·) to enforce
authentication and authorize access. Figure 6 shows the performance of the unlock function. We observe that the overhead
of key reconstruction is very small (about 1.1 ms). Thus, the
key reconstruction operation does not ruin query efficiency.
Given storage cost at different parties, our solution is also
the lowest. Notably, QShield requires an enclave to just hold
one key element for controlling multi-user access while EnclaveDB requests an enclave to store at least n crypto session
keys (i.e., n × 128 bits), which results in a non-negligible
burden to the enclave in view of EPC limit. Meanwhile,
the corresponding storage overhead for key management in
QShield is constant, but it is linearly proportional to the user
scale n in EnclaveDB.
With regard to communication overhead, QShield totally
requires n + 1 point-to-point unicast communications for the
distribution of secret shares to an enclave and n data users.
EnclaveDB, however, needs (n−1)!+n point-to-point unicast
communications to mutually exchange data users’ public keys.
To sum up, QShield achieves scalable multi-user query
control with superior performance in computation, storage and
communication.

Table III shows the main overhead of computation, storage
and communication introduced by supporting execution integrity in QShield (trust-proof) and Opaque (self-verification).
Given that m̂  1, |ω| = 32 and |SDAG| = 128, the trustproof mechanism in QShield has a lower communication cost
and a lower storage cost at the side of enclave than Opaque,
while the storage cost at the data user side is a bit higher,
but at the same level of cost. By Referring to Figure 5, we
can conclude that the trust-proof mechanism in QShield raises
almost no influence on the overall performance of queries.
Since Opaque’s prototype at present does not implement the
self-verification protocol proposed in [14], it is hard to perform
a tested comparison of computational efficiency with QShield.
Instead, we implemented a DAG tool that supports the DAG
matching (MDAG) operation in Opaque and the DAG updating
(UDAG) operation in QShield. Figure 7 demonstrates that
QShield has a significant performance improvement regarding
to query execution at the enclave.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a secure and efficient SQLstyle query framework called QShield for outsourced data in
the cloud. It utilizes the off-the-shelf hardware-assisted TEE,
i.e., Intel SGX, to protect the confidentiality and integrity
of sensitive data being queried. In order to make QShield
capable of enforcing query control over multiple data users in a
scalable way, we proposed a novel secret sharing scheme, with
which cumbersome authentication through remote attestation
per data user is avoided. Meanwhile, it greatly alleviates
attacks listed in our threat model. Moreover, we introduced a
trust-proof mechanism in QShield to guarantee the correctness
of query results and further reduce the possibility to extract
sensitive information from TEE. We implemented a prototype
of QShield and demonstrated that it is feasible in practice.
With comprehensive evaluation in terms of both security
and execution performance, we show that QShield achieves
fundamental security properties, i.e., confidentiality of crypto
key and outsourced data, scalable multi-user query control and
trusted query execution, while raising no significant performance degradation.
One limitation of QShield is it adopts a coarse-grained ACL
model; though being efficient, it makes QShield unsuitable
for complex query control policies. Furthermore, we assume
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TABLE II
A NALYSIS ON M ULTI - USER Q UERY C ONTROL
Computational Overhead

Metrics

Storage Overhead

Communication

Data Owner

Data User

Enclave

Data Owner

Data User

Enclave

Overhead

EnclaveDB

1·(RA+CO)

1·(RA+CO)

(n + 1) · RA

n·|P K|+1·|BI|

n · |P K| + 1 · (|SK| + |BI|)

n · |CK|

((n − 1)! + n) · |P K|

QShield

1·(RA+CO)

-

Systems

1·RA+N ·KR

1 · |KS|

1·|EK|+1·|BI|

1 · |KS|

(n + 1) · |KS|

Notes: RA = Remotation attestation operation; CO = Enclave compilation operation; KR = Key reconstruction operation; |P K| = Public key size; |SK| = Private
key size; |BI| = Enclave binary size; |CK| = Session key size; |EK| = Symmetric encryption key size; |KS| = Key share size; P K, SK, EK, KS have the same
length; n is the user scale of the system; N is the total number of queries issued by data users.

TABLE III
A NALYSIS ON E XECUTION I NTEGRITY
Metrics

Computational Overhead

Systems
Opaque

Enclave

Data User

Enclave

Overhead

1 · GDAG

m · M DAG

1 · |DAG|

m̂ · |DAG|

m̂ · |DAG|

1 · GDAG + 1 · M DAG

QShield

Communication

Storage Overhead

Data User

m · U DAG

1 · |DAG| + 1 · |ω|

1 · |DAG| + 1 · |ω|

1 · (|ω| + |DAG| + |SDAG|)

Benchmark…Query…Type

Notes: GDAG = DAG generation operation; M DAG = DAG matching operation; U DAG = DAG updating operation; |DAG| = DAG size; |ω| = Endurance
indicator size; |SDAG| = DAG signature size; m is the number of DAG nodes; m̂ is the number of workers.
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Fig. 7. The performance of DAG matching and updating. m is the number
of DAG nodes.

parametric query expressions are not sensitive. Possibly, they
could be analyzed to track user behaviors through side-channel
attacks. How to defend this security threat is left for future
work.
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A PPENDIX A
Q UERY TRANSFORMATION EXAMPLE
A running example for query transformation is illustrated
in Figure 8, where a query is executed over two collections
C1 [A1 , A3 , A5 ], C2 [A2 , A3 , A4 ] and has one query parameter
a. The query first filters out from C1 the documents that the
value of A1 is less equal than a. Then, it performs projection of
C1 and C2 on A3 and [A3 , A4 ], respectively, and subsequently
joins the two collections under the condition of C1 [A3 ] =
C2 [A3 ]. At the end, the query computes the sum of C2 [A4 ].
SUM( C1[ A4 ]) FROM C1[ A1 , A3 , A5 ], C 2 [ A2 , A3 , A4 ]
WHERE C1[ A3 ]  C2 [ A3 ] AND C1[ A1 ]  a
S0

C1 [ A1 ]  a

f

E1 ( N1 )

S1

Que ry
Expression

C1 [ A1 , A3 ]

f

E 5 ( N1 )

S2 C [ A ]  C [ A ]
1
3
2
3

f

C2 [ A3 , A4 ]

f

S3

E3 ( N2 )

S4

SUM(C1 [ A4 ])

f

S5

Que ry
Plan

E 4 ( N3 )

E2 ( N2 )

Fig. 8. A running example for query transformation

A PPENDIX B
E XTENSIONS TO D ISTRIBUTED M ODE
With data becoming available in large quantities and system
requiring high throughputs, a common practice for the cloud
AS is exploiting distributed computation, where tasks are processed across multiple server nodes in the cloud. We remark
that QShield can be extended to support such a scenario. To
this end, we introduce the notions of broker and worker in
QShield: A broker is a dedicated enclave created for the data
owner; A worker is a general enclave serving all data users,
which implements one of query operators fπ , fσ , fφ , fγ . As
illustrated in Fig. 8, we have E1 (N1 ), E2 (N2 ), E3 (N2 ), E4 (N3 ),
E5 (N1 ), where Ex (Ny ) represents the xth worker in the y th
server node.
Compared with the stand-alone mode, QShield protocols in
the distributed mode have following changes:
• Interactions with the enclave in all original protocols are
replaced by with the broker.
• At System Setup, the broker, on behalf of the data owner,
validates the intactness of codes of the workers and the
credibility of their hosting SGX-enabled platforms through
remote attestation, and meanwhile builds interconnected
secure channels with all workers by negotiating a common
communication key.
• At Data Query, after the broker creates an initial computational state S0 for the current query, the TEE host based on
the query plan successively schedules distributed workers
for operation, instead of invoking enclaved operators implemented by a single enclave instance. Notably, once a worker
completes its task, it will generate a new computational
state Sj (j = 1, · · · , k) and inform the broker to record
its execution trace. The last worker also forwards the final
computational state, i.e., query result, to the broker, where
the query response then is constructed. All communications

between the broker and workers during above process are
made through the established secure channels.
Obviously, the secret sharing scheme can be correctly
executed. However, since the consistency of the endurance
indicator w in all computational states cannot be guaranteed
by the original trust-proof protocol in such a distributed mode,
i.e., w in some computational states may not be set as 0
when the whole query execution ends, a TEE host could
make use of the computational states to perform malicious
computation. A straightforward solution is to let the broker
check such inconsistency (it can be easily deduced by the
collected computational state transitions) after it receives all
computational state transitions of works to construct the trustproof. Suppose a desired inconsistency is broken, the broker
denies to generate a valid trust-proof.
A PPENDIX C
P ROOF OF THE CORRECTNESS OF E

SCHEME

The secret sharing scheme E is correct if Statement C.1
holds. Given that the algorithms {pk, msk} ← setup(1λ , n),
{ska ; skb1 , · · · , skbn } ← sharesGen(τ, msk) and ctκ ←
secretDist(κ, pk) of E are correctly executed.
Statement C.1: With the secret ciphertext ctκ , the enclave
key share ska and one of user key shares skbi , the algorithm
secretRec(ctκ , ska , skbi ) can compute a valid secret κ.
Proof C.1: According to Equation (1), the secretRec(·)
algorithm first decrypts a corresponding leaf node in ctκ
with the enclave key share ska and the user key share skbi ,
respectively. Here, Ft denotes the decrypted value of a node
t.
(
e(Ei , ska ), if i = 0
Ft =
e(Ei , skbi ), otherwise
= e(Ei , sk i ), for all i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , n}
= e(g ti ·s , g
= e(g, g)

qt=i (0)
ti

qt=i (0)·s

)

.

With Equations (2) and (3), it can successively decrypt the
OR node and the root node, i.e.,
Y
∆
(0)
Ft =
Ft0 j,C̄(t)
t0 ∈C(t)

=

Y

(e(g, g)qt0 (0)·s )∆j,C̄(t) (0)

t0 ∈C(t)

=

Y

0

(e(g, g)qparent(t0 ) (index(t ))·s )∆j,C̄(t) (0)

t0 ∈C(t)

=

Y

e(g, g)qt (j)·s·∆j,C̄(t) (0)

t0 ∈C(t)
s·

= e(g, g)

P
t0 ∈C(t)

qt (j)·∆j,C̄(t) (0)

= e(g, g)s·qt (0) .
Once the root node is decrypted, that is, the blinding factor
Y s = e(g, g)y·s is correctly recovered, the algorithm is then
definitely able to obtain κ from ctκ = κ · Y s .
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A PPENDIX D
P ROOF OF THE SECURITY OF E

SCHEME

Definition 1 (Security of E Scheme): The secret sharing E
scheme is secure in the Selective-Participant model of security
if all polynomial-time adversaries have at most a negligible
advantage in the above game.
Theorem D.1: If an adversary can break the E scheme
in the Selective-Participant model, then a simulator can be
constructed to play the Decisional BDH game with a nonnegligible advantage.
Proof D.1: Provided that there exists a polynomial-time
adversary A who can break the E scheme in the SelectiveParticipant model with advantage . We build a simulator S
that can play the Decisional BDH game with advantage 2 .
What follows is a description of the simulation process.
First of all, the challenger sets two cyclic groups G1 and
G2 with an efficient bilinear map e : G1 × G1 → G2 ; g
is the generator of G1 . The challenger flips a fair binary
coin u outside of A’s view: If u = 0, the challenger sets
(A, B, C, Z) = (g a , g b , g c , e(g, g)a·b·c ); If u = 1, it sets
(A, B, C, Z) = (g a , g b , g c , e(g, g)z ); a, b, c, z are random
numbers.
Init. The simulator S executes A, accepting the challenge set
of participants, i.e., U = {i|i = 0, 1, · · · , n}.
Setup. For all i ∈ U , the simulator S chooses a random
ti from Zp and sets Ti = g ti . The simulator then sets the
parameter Y = e(A, B) = e(g, g)a·b . At last, it gives the
public parameters, i.e, Ti and Y , to A.
Phase 1. The adversary A makes requests for the key shares
corresponding to the participant set V that satisfies V ∩ U =
{0} or V ∩ U ⊆ {1, · · · , n}. To generate key shares for
participants in V , the simulator S needs to assign a polynomial
Qt of degree dt for each node t in the access structure τ .
Here, we define a procedure, denoted by poly(τt , λt ), to set
up the polynomials for the nodes of an access sub-tree τt . λt is
an integer from Zp . The procedure first defines a polynomial qt
of degree dt for the root node t. Specifically, it sets qt (0) = λt
and then fixes qt by randomly sets rest of the points. Next,
it makes a recursive call with τt0 and qt (index(t0 )) as inputs,
i.e., poly(τt0 , qt (index(t0 ))), to set polynomials for each child
node t0 of t. Notice that in this way, qt (0) = qt (index(t0 ))
for each child node t0 of t.
By running poly(τr , a), The simulator S first sets up a
polynomial qt for each node t of τ . Then, it defines the final
polynomial Qt = b · qt for each node t of τ . Notice that, this
sets y = Qr (0) = a · b. The key share corresponding to each
leaf node is given using its polynomial as follows:
sk i = g

Qt (0)
ti

=g

b·qt (0)
ti

=B

qt (0)
ti

.

Hence, S is able to construct key shares for all participants
in V . Moreover, the distribution of these key shares is identical
to that in the original scheme.
Challenge. The adversary A submits two challenge messages
m0 and m1 to the simulator S. S flips a fair binary coin v
and returns an encryption of mv , i.e.,
ctmv = {mv · Z; {Ei = C ti }i∈V }.

If u = 0, then Z = e(g, g)a·b·c . If let s equals to c, then
Y = (e(g, g)y )c = e(g, g)a·b·c , and Ei = Tis = g ti ·c = C ti .
Therefore, ctmv is a valid random encryption of message mv .
Otherwise, i.e., u = 1, we have Z = e(g, g)z . Since z is
a random number, mv · Z = mv · e(g, g)z will be a random
element of G2 from A’s view and it contains no information
about mv .
Phase 2. The simulator S acts exactly as it did in Phase 1.
Guess. The adversary A submits a guess v 0 of v. If v 0 = v,
the simulator S will output u0 = 0, indicating that it receives
a valid BDH-tuple; otherwise, S outputs u0 = 1, indicating
that it receives a random 4-tuple.
When u = 1, A gains no information about v. Thus, we
have P r[v 6= v 0 |u = 1] = 12 . Furthermore, when v 6= v 0 , S
guesses u0 = 1. As a result, we have P r[u0 = u|u = 1] = 21 .
When u = 0, A obtains a valid ciphertext of mv . The
advantage of A to break the ciphertext is  by definition.
Hence, we have P r[v = v 0 |u = 0] = 12 + . Furthermore,
when v = v 0 , S guesses u0 = 0. As a result, we have
P r[u0 = u|u = 0] = 21 + .
In conclusion, the overall advantage of the simulator S in
the Decisional BDH game is
s

1
1
1
P r[u0 = u|u = 0] + P r[u0 = u|u = 0] −
2
2
2
1 1 1
1 1
= · ( + ) + · −
2 2
2 2 2

= .
2

